FAQs for TIPS

(Teachers Interface for Paper Setting)
Q1. What is Test Platform?
A Test Platform is a tool or framework that helps automate your teaching and testing efforts,
mainly for conducting tests, getting results, and analyzing the performance with minimum
manual intervention.

Q2. Who can use the Test Platform?
Teachers/Coaching institute can use this tool to generate paper by choosing the questions
from what they have uploaded and additionally access CollegeDoors questions.

Q3. Do I need to create a New Admin Id to use this tool?
No, you can use your existing I’d.

Q4. What are all streams covered under this tool?
We have the capability for JEE Main / JEE Advanced, BITSAT, NEET and NTSE Exam.

Q5. What is the TIPS?
TIPS is Teacher’s Interface for Paper Setting.

Q6. How is it different from other schedule test and paper maker?
On TIPS, you can choose several questions of your choice from subject(s) / section(s) /
chapter(s) / topic(s) and pattern(s), while on schedule test you need to schedule for ﬁx number
of questions (in fully automated question paper, you get ﬁxed number of questions.)

Q7. Which browser should I use?
Google Chrome is the most efﬁcient browser for Android and desktop and iOS systems, the
platform is compatible with other browsers as well like Microsoft edge, safari etc.

Q8. What is the minimum internet connectivity that I need to make a manual paper?
Minimum internet speed required 512 kbps.

Q9. Who can schedule the test?
Teachers/Admin can schedule the test for students.

Q10. Do I need to download any application for TIPS?
No, the option is available on your Admin I’d on chrome browser.

Q11. From where would I get these questions to set the paper?
You can add your questions, OR you can use CollegeDoors questions.

Q12. What are the beneﬁts for the teacher?
As a teacher, it will reduce your efforts to set the most relevant question paper and provide you
total control on the number and difﬁculty level of questions that you want to include in the
paper. You can now schedule your DPPs also through TIPS.

Q13. How will the demo be provided?
Please contact your Relationship Manager at CollegeDoors for an online demo session.

Q14. What is the time slot available for scheduling the paper?
No restriction for scheduling the test, you can schedule as per your convenient time.

Q15. Where can I see how the tests look?
By scheduling the test for your ID.

Q16. What is the quality and accuracy available for question content
(CollegeDoors questions)?
We have experienced faculty preparing questions and solutions and a robust process to
ensure error-free delivery. In a remote situation that a question has an error, please click on
“Report Error” button while taking the test as well while viewing the report, we would try and
get back to you in 48 working hours.

Q17. Can a teacher Edit the scheduled test Paper?
Yes, the teacher can review and edit the paper.

